
SEMESTER II EXAMINATION 2007/2008MAPH 40410Synopti MeteorologyExtern examiner: Prof Keith ShineHead of Shool: Prof S�ean DineenExaminer: Prof Peter Lynh�Time Allowed: 2 hours and 30 minutesInstrutions for CandidatesAnswer all (4) questions.Question 1 arries 15 marks.Three additional questions eah arrying 10 marks.Total: 45 marks.Instrutions for InvigilatorsNon-programmable alulators may be used during this examination.
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Question 1 (15 marks)You have been given two separate harts, labelled CA 80/6/1 and CA 80/6/2.(a) Consider Chart 1 (80/6/1), whih has already been analysed, and answer thequestions below. In eah ase give a reason for your answer.1. What is/are the air mass(es) over South-west England and Wales?2. Would you expet muh rain in Eastern Sotland over the next 6 to 9 hours?3. Does the old front onform to the Norwegian model? Explain your answer.(b) Using Chart 1 (80/6/1) as a guide, draw up Chart 2 (80/6/2) putting on frontsand isobars.() Comparing Chart 2 with Chart 1, answer the questions below. In eah ase givea reason for your answer.1. How quikly is the Low entre moving at midnight?2. In what diretion is the Low entre moving?3. Is the Low deepening or �lling?Question 2 (10 marks)You have been given a 48 hour foreast hart valid for 0000 UTC on Saturday, 3rdMay, showing the 250 hPa heights (dekametres) and wind speeds (knots).(a) Identify, by learly marking with a ross on the map, four areas where you mightexpet ylogenesis to our.(b) Write a brief explanation of the relationship between jet streaks and regions ofylogenesis. Use arguments based on either the ageostrophi wind or the simpli�edvortiity equation. Use the Dines two-level model to support your desription.Question 3 (10 marks)Hurriane Katrina struk New Orleans in August, 2005. Between 1500 UTC on 26August and 1500 UTC on 28 August, the hurriane intensi�ed rapidly, the entralpressure dropping from 981 hPa to 907 hPa.UCD 2005/6/Modular 2 of 3



(a) Calulate the relative vortiity of the hurriane at 1500 UTC on 26 August, whenthe maximum winds were observed to be 36m s�1 at a distane of 12 km from theentre of the hurriane.(b) Calulate the relative vortiity of the hurriane at 1500 UTC on 28 August,when the maximum winds had inreased to 77m s�1 at a distane of 18 km fromthe entre of the hurriane.[Hint: You are asked for the mean vortiity within the ore of maximum winds.Remember that the mean vortiity is the irulation per unit area. Assume that thehurriane is axisymmetri.℄Question 4 (10 marks)The May Bank Holiday is approahing, and people are anxious to know the weatherprospets. You have been given an EPS Meteogram for Dublin, based on theECMWF analysis for 0000 UTC on Thursday, 1st May.Using only the information ontained in the EPS Meteogram, write a brief aountof the likely weather onditions in Dublin for:1. Saturday, 3rd May2. Sunday, 4th May3. Monday, 5th May4. Outlook for week (Tuesday 6th to Saturday 10th May)inluding the main parameters shown in the meteogram.Comment on your on�dene in the foreast, based on the spread of values indiatedin the EPS meteogram. oOo
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